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Phases/Teaching sequences. Introduction Children note down their numbers of teeth (worksheet) The children learn to speak the rhyme I brush my teeth.

Brushing Your Teeth

Sequencing Cards - Brushing Your Teeth out your tooth brush and toothpaste. Wet your toothbrush and toothpaste with water from the sink. Ste on .I. your brush.
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Science Essentials should be taken in either 9th or 10th grade. 1. For students MS Math Course. Grade. Math 8. Algebra I (3 trimester). Honors Geometry (2.
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Brushing Teeth ConnectABILITY

level, point to the picture, and read the step out loud before completing the action. Here's an example of a Task Analysis for brushing teeth. 1. Pick up the tooth

Grade 4: If Teeth Could Talk

This lesson has been adapted from Wildlife Skull Activities by Lawrence M. Sullivan, from the cats, and many other nocturnal animals, play a role in the keen.